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CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY PLANNING BOARD MINUTES 
Gerace Office Building Room 331 

3 North Erie Street 
Mayville, New York 14757 

September 10th, 2019   4:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
 

PRESENT: Doug Bowen, Dick Patton, John Frey, Bruno Bruni, Jeff Gossett, John Penhollow, Rick Ketcham, 
Ted Bogdan, Dave Pihl, Kathleen Dennison, Brad Bentley 
ABSENT: Bernie Auer  
OTHERS: Don McCord, Matt Bourke, Melissa Keller, Julie Ortendahl, Jon Ortendahl, David Monteleone, 
Christine Monteleone, Marie Tomlinson, Susan Baldwin, Linda Crowell Hall, Margaret Bruegel, Dennis 
Phillips, Aimee Rogers, Natalie Zybert, John Dudley Robinson, Tina Graziano, Diana Ermer 

Administration / Organization 

MINUTES Chairman Bowen called the meeting to order and welcomed everyone to the 
September Planning Board Meeting. 
  
Chairman Bowen asked if there was a motion to approve the minutes of the August 6, 
2019 Planning Board (“Board”) meeting.  Bruno Bruni made a motion to approve the 
minutes. The motion was seconded by Ted Bogdan and approved by the Board 
unanimously.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

CORRESP. Don McCord – We have received multiple emails and letters that have been submitted 
to the Planning Board members. 

PRIVILEGE 
OF FLOOR 

Doug Bowen – Please keep comments to three minutes, and to new information. 
 
Marie Thomlinson – I live in Fredonia and I am here to ask that you give consideration to 
a health study.  I’m going to use the analogy of lead.  Before it was understood how 
dangerous lead was, it was used in all kinds of things.  If we had understood how 
dangerous lead was, we wouldn’t have put it in our houses.  Now that we know that 
there has been some research on the wind turbine vibrations, we see that it disturbs 
people.  The other consideration is the effect of the strobing red lights.  They all go out 
off at once at once and we already know how dangerous strobe can be to some.  
 
Susan Baldwin – I live in Villenova, and thank you for listening to us.  I have been to our 
Town meetings, in fact at our August Town meeting I was instructed to ask a question of 
our Town Board because their placing part of the Cassadaga Wind project pass my house.  
I have a blurry map, but you can’t read it.  I complained that the parameters of the 
construction were to go from 6AM and 9PM seven days a week, right across the road 
from me.  They didn’t tell me that until the 8th of August and they’re set to start the 16th.  
According to their records, they have permission that these guys have gotten their 
permission slips but they have not.  I went to the Town Board meeting and they approved 
five wind laws, including the construction parameters, and then they adjourned the 
meeting.  I said that I had the privilege of the floor.  They said they could adjourn the 
meeting because derogatory comments might be said.  I said that I came to show you a 
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PRIVILEGE 
OF FLOOR 
(cont.) 

map, and she said she didn’t want to see my map.  I said that I would picket that site 
because this is wrong.  They sent me a summons for my arrest for saying that.  I have 101 
signatures from residents and the surrounding communities.  I am also submitting my 
son’s contract, which he didn’t sign.  These are not wind people, these are the people 
who live here. 
 
Christine Monteleone – I live in Buffalo but we have land on Plank Road in Cherry Creek.  
No matter how tall or how short, we have to say no to these wind mills.  I did not sign the 
Good Neighbor contract, these are not good neighbor contracts.  They’re trying to bribe 
you with money.  I don’t want them on my property.  I don’t want them trespassing but 
they’re all over my property.  I have surveyors on my porch at my cabin, they’re on my 
game camera.  They’re putting stakes where they want to.  I’ve called the surveyor 
company and they say that they’re on the wrong property.  If they’re surveying the wrong 
land, what else are they doing wrong?  They’re telling me they’re going to use their 
survey not mine.  I have a new survey that is only six years old.  What do I do if they 
decide that’s their property?  I have 50 acres.  One of the windmills is going to come real 
close to my land.  If I want to build something in the future farther back on my land, I’m 
not going to have that option because the wind mills will be right there, and I said no.  
This isn’t what we bought our land for.   
 
Margaret Bruegel – I’m sandwiched between the Villenova and Hanover Turbines.  I have 
a small farm, one of the few certified organic farms.  We’re about to be surrounded by 
turbines.  I have five of them across the field from me, and three of them on the hill in 
the back of my property, which will most likely impact our water aquifer.  No one has 
been able to tell me if it will or will not.  Transmission lines are going in right next to my 
pasture, two access roads a quarter mile away on either side of my house.  If you look at 
the original application, RES says that they will use ample amounts of herbicides in order 
to clear the land.  That will kill my organic certification right off the bat.  Not to mention, 
the amount of dust and toxic materials in the air impacting my animals.  We’ve had many 
conversations in this County about the impact on turbines on the bat population.  I was 
very surprised when Invenergy come out with their own report on the mortality of bats 
and birds for the Whethersfield and Bliss Wind Farm, which is a smaller project.  Their 
actual counts are 38,000 bats dead, and members of the community say they have not 
seen bats in years.  This is a big project, can we really afford to lose that many bats?  A 
single bat will kill 6,000 insect in a given night.  We rely on the bats in our barns to kill the 
insects in our area.  It keeps the population under control.  We’re beginning to see 
increases of Eastern Equine Encephalitis, which is a fatal brain virus in horses.  Just 
recently, they’ve reported this has been seen in goats as well.  There is no vaccine for 
goats.  This disease can also affect humans. 
 
David Monteleone – I do not believe it’s fair to cut these people off after three minutes, 
they’re trying to speak their piece.  Now, I live in Buffalo but own property in Cherry 
Creek.  When this project started, I wasn’t notified of anything and I feel like I’ve been 
left in the dark.  You know the risks of the shorter turbines, what about these taller ones?  
They’re tall enough to impact helicopter flights, they catch fire, they’re a losing 
proposition.  By the time they reach their longevity, they’ll only come back with 85% of 
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PRIVILEGE 
OF FLOOR 
(cont.) 

what they cost.  There is nothing green about them.  They still use fossil fuels to build and 
operate.  The electricity isn’t even staying here.   
 
Jon Ortendahl – I’m from Mayville, New York.  I have the same comments as I had last 
year.  I hope the Board members read my letter, my whole point is that the County’s 
2020 Plan has goals, plans and strategies that you have worked very hard on.  The 
amendment before you should be simply disapproved because it is inconsistent with this 
plan.  The page numbers I’d like to draw your attention to are page 42, 43, 52, 66, 70, and 
74. 
 
Natalie Zybert – I live in Cherry Creek.  I’m concerned about the aquifers, the mercury 
which is supposedly going to be used in the process of putting up these things, and the 
impact it’s going to have on the water tables.  We supply a lot of the water tables around 
here.  We are near a number of watersheds, Lake Erie and the Allegheny Reservoir.  I’m 
concerned about the infrasound, I have health problems.  I’m prone to seizures, and I’m 
concerned about the flicker effect.  Why don’t they fix the turbines on the Thruway 
instead of putting up new ones?  Why does it have to be 599ft?  Why not something 
more manageable?  You mentioned earlier the helicopters.  What if I need Mercy Flight?  
There are studies about the bats and birds.  I’m susceptible to mosquito bites.  We need 
the bats and birds to keep the mosquito population down.  West Nile virus is a concern.  
We don’t get any benefit from this electricity being generated. 
 
Aimee Rogers – I’m from Forestville and I also own some property near where the wind 
mills will be coming.  I’m really here to support the community that is currently going 
through a great amount of anguish, not only health wise but also with the Town.  I don’t 
know what can be done about that, but it is sad when they don’t want to listen to them.  
I do agree with the comments made about EEE.  When you can’t stop the mosquitos, 
we’re going to all experience those effect.  Vaping right now is a concern, and we’ve 
allowed all of these business to open up even though the research wasn’t done.  I think 
we should stop all the wind mills and wait until there is some more research done, 
especially in the areas that we already have them.  I appreciate you disapproving the 
increased height, but I would really like to stop them.  Thank you. 
 
John D. Robinson – I had submitted a letter, I’d like to read it for those of you that may 
not have seen it.  The Town Board of Villenova has always had a planning board.   
However, recently there have only been two members serving on the planning board. As 
per NYS Article 271, town planning boards are required to have either five or seven 
members.  In addition, Article 272 A says that the purpose of the town planning board is 
also to promote the health and safety and general welfare of the people of the town and 
give due consideration to the needs of the people of the region of which the town is a 
part.  I questioned the board a few months ago why we only have had two members.   
Their response is that no one wants to serve.  After speaking with people in the 
community, five very qualified residents brought resumes to the next meeting.  The 
Supervisor Ardillo said he would review them.  The board response at the next meeting, 
held by the Deputy Supervisor Yvonne Park, her abolish the planning board and 
consolidate powers.  Several of our residents, including myself, have asked the affected  
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 people in and around Villenova to sign a petition that says:  "We the people of Villenova, 
want to reinstate the planning board.  It was dissolved on August 14, 2019.  We also ask 
for study of the health impacts of 600 foot turbine on its residents."  Not one person I 
spoke with in the area had refused to sign this petition.  Most were very eager, some had 
questions. People want to know the affects of this increase in turbine height and are 
already worried by the legal and health issues found in neighboring Town of Arkwright 
with 500 foot turbines.  No where in the country are such large turbines placed so close 
to residents or their property lines.  The Town of Villenova planning board has not been 
adequate nor studied the issues for this increase or turbines in general.  The board has 
not studied or researched these turbines other than to accept what RES offers in paid 
studies.  In Winterset, Iowa, the Madison County Board of Public Health has gone on 
record saying there are negative health effects caused by wind turbines.  Board Chair Dr. 
Kevin de Regnier said after the board review of scientific literature and months of 
hearings and meetings that flicker and infrasound cause headaches and nausea and 
therefore a setback of 1.5 miles. The town of Villenova has not increased their required 
setback of 1000 feet. for the bigger turbines. RES offers studies that are inadequate with 
opinions and omissions.  All they offer is "probably no change with the increase in 100 
feet."  Our community of residents want real independent studies and also those done by 
our own Planning Board, not ones done by big wind. There are no other studies of such 
tall turbines to draw information from.  These are too big, too close, dangerous.  We 
don’t want to be the guinea pigs. 
 
Diana Ermer – I did send a letter I live in the Town of Villenova with a Forestville address.  
I have a concern about the bats and EEE.  We have several files on wind turbine issues 
and I found an article from the Observer in 2011 written by Jeff Tome of the Audubon 
Center and it was about bats.  I want to point out some of the interesting things real 
quick.  There was a study done in Pennsylvania, and across the state that year over 
10,000 bats were killed by wind turbines.  That was back then, and there are even more 
now.  This was estimated to be about 25 bats per turbine.  You might not think that’s 
much, but the article goes on to say that bats kill enough insects in a night to have an 
economic impacts on farms.  Studies show that a lack of bats costs about $74 per acre in 
extra treatment for insects.  Those 10,000 bats would have had estimated economic 
impact of about $277 million in savings for farmers.  Nationwide, bats are estimated to 
save farmers over $3 billion.  This, to me, is a big impact to think about.  We have bat 
colonies on our property.  It makes me sick when I think that we’re going to have a giant 
wind turbine 1,500 feet from our house, while these bats are flying around. 
 
Doug Bowen – Anybody else?  Alright, thank you everybody. 

NEW BUSINESS 
Zoning Referral 
Log 

Doug Bowen – Everybody please look at the zoning referral log.  Once reviewed, I will 
accept a motion to approve applications 36 down through 42. 
 
Rick Ketcham – A question on 42.  It says 784 foot garage.  Is this meant to say square 
foot? A 784 foot garage is like an airport hanger. 
 
Doug Bowen – It’s meant to say square foot. 
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Zoning Referral 
Log (cont.) 

Rick Ketcham – Okay. 
 
Dick Patton made a motion to approve the zoning referral log.  The motion was 
seconded by John Penhollow.  The motion was passed unanimously.   

Town of 
Villenova – Ball 
Hill Wind Project 
Referral 

Doug Bowen – Couple of things before we begin here.  The County Executive would 
have liked to have been at this meeting, however, he is attending an event at Erie 
Community College on the health impacts of wind farms tonight.  That said, just a few 
housekeeping things.  The County Planning Board has three options when it comes to 
County referrals: approve, approve with conditions, or disapprove.  A referral that is 
disapproved would go back to the municipality and would require a supermajority 
vote of the Town’s Board to override the County’s decision.  For a vote to pass at our 
level, we need six “yes” votes.  Anything less than that would not pass. 
 
Rick Ketcham – Just for clarity here, we are voting on the increase in height from 
what was previously approved. 
 
Doug Bowen – Yes, and the couple of changes in set backs. 
 
Rick Ketcham – Right, we cannot stop projects.  We don’t have the ability to do that. 
 
Doug Bowen – Yes, we are voting on the referral for the zoning changes on the wind 
project.  Not just this wind project, but any in that community. 
 
Bruno Bruni – The referral also includes set back distances in it? 
 
Don McCord – It does.  The referral that was submitted was for the increase in height 
of 100 feet and to modify two of the setbacks.  One of the setbacks was to the road 
and the other to property boundaries. 
 
Doug Bowen – Any questions from the Board? 
 
Bruno Bruni – So the referral talks about two things: increasing the setbacks from 
property lines and roads, and the height of the turbines from 496 feet to 599 feet. 
 
Doug Bowen – Yes, and to refresh everyone’s memory, when we voted on this last 
year the Board disapproved the project.  Our reasoning for that was that the 
proposed increase of the maximum total height allowed for any wind energy 
conversion system from 495 feet to 599 feet could significantly alter the impact of 
the Ball Hill Wind Energy Project. This increase will have an impact on the areas 
within the wind energy project area; within the Town of Villenova and within 
neighboring municipalities.  Now keep in mind this is the reasoning from last year’s 
referral.  In the 2016 Supplemental Environmental Impact Study, the developer's 
consultant noted impacts to migratory birds and bats, including bald eagles within 
the blade sweep area. While a limited amount of updated migratory bird and bat 
impact data was provided with the updated application to allow for an increase in  
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Town of 
Villenova – Ball 
Hill Wind Project 
Referral (cont.) 

height, and corresponding increase in the blade sweep area, it was not viewed as 
sufficient. A final agreed upon bat habitat mitigation plan was not presented and bald 
eagles were not referenced in the new materials. Birds and bats play an important 
part in the ecosystem; support the local agricultural economy through natural pest 
control; and do not adhere to political boundaries.  Additionally, Board offered the 
following informal comments regarding the proposed zoning actions.  The Board 
understands that the Town had not yet determined whether a Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement would be completed when the referral was 
submitted to the County Planning Board for consideration. After a review of Part I of 
the EAF, and the additional study materials provided, during the referral process, the 
Board strongly believes that an SEIS should be completed to identify and address any 
additional impacts from the proposed actions if the Town should chose to override 
our recommendation to disapprove the proposed changes. An SEIS would further 
clarify the potential effects of an increased maximum height to visual resources, bat 
and bird populations, property valuation, overall health and safety, and other 
environmental concerns raised during public discussion.  The question before the 
Board today is if our concerns were responded to in a thorough manner. 
 
John Frey:  I know there was a lawsuit involved, and I thought the judge said 
something to the effect of that the supplemental EIS was not sufficient.  Can you 
clarify that? 
 
Don McCord:  I can help to clarify that.  I’ll cut down to Judge Dillion’s decision here, 
“The Town did not formulate another Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement.  The Town did have public hearings at which it considered various 
opinions and input from the experts it had retained.  The Town eventually approved 
the Project as proposed amending various ordinances to allow it.”  He goes on to go 
on and quote case law, but says, “they must consider the environmental issues and 
make an independent judgement that they would not create significant 
environmental impact…SEQRA’s procedural mechanisms mandate strict compliance.  
Anything less will result in annulment of the lead agency’s determination of 
significance,” the Town being the lead agency, “Here the record submitted is devoid 
of any information concerning the effect that the increase in height of the turbines 
could have on the bald eagle population which was mentioned in the 2016 SEIS.  
Additionally, the only mention of the environmental impact of the placement of the 
approximately five miles of electrical lines underground was of the decreasing visual 
pollution from the prior plan.  There is no examination of the potential 
environmental impact in the area where the lines were to be installed.  The Town 
Board, as lead agency, failed to take the requisite hard look at these issues.  
Therefore, the Court returns this matter to the Town Board for either a SEIS or other 
steps to complete the SEQRA process and grants the motion of the petitioner to 
enjoin the construction of the project until it does so.”  For those not familiar with 
SEQRA, the hard look standard is the standard most courts have used for their 
determinations.  It’s not that you have to look at everything, but give a hard look at 
things determined during the scoping phase to be important.  The Judge is saying that 
there was no look, or a limited look, for items previously identified as important. 
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Town of 
Villenova – Ball 
Hill Wind Project 
Referral (cont.) 

Rick Ketcham – We had suggested, as the judge had said, that they take a better look. 
 
Doug Bowen – Since our last letter, the Town Board had overrode our disapproval 
action and approved the project.  As a part of the Article 78 case, the judge 
overturned their decision and they had to go back to take the required hard look.  
They’ve now provided supplemental information and have resubmitted the referral.  
Any other questions? 
 
Ted Bogdan – So we’re at the same point we were at at last year’s meeting? 
 
Doug Bowen – Correct, a do over so to speak.   
 
Dick Patton – Okay Doug, tell us how to vote if we think it’s adequate will we give a 
yes vote? 
 
Doug Bowen – It will be based on the wording of the motion.  I’ll make the motion,  
that we disapprove the proposal presented to us and for the following reasons:  
 
1.) The proposed increase of the maximum total height allowed for any turbines 

from 495 feet to 599 feet could still significantly alter the impact of the Ball Hill 
Wind Energy Project. No new information has been presented since the previous 
referral for this project that changes this conclusion. The proposed height 
increase will produce negative effects within the wind energy project area, within 
the Town of Villenova, and within neighboring municipalities. These effects 
include visual, noise and potential health impacts.  

2.) Despite the additional information provided regarding the impact of the project 
on Bald Eagle populations, the Board does not feel that this topic has been given 
a sufficient “hard look” as required by SEQRA. While surveys of local Bald Eagle 
populations have been provided, estimates of expected Bald Eagle mortality rates 
have not been given, in the spite of the available data to do so. Furthermore, no 
management plan or mitigation steps of any kind have been provided to help 
mitigate the potentially unavoidable loss of some Bald Eagles (as stated on page 
4-4 of Appendix L of the SDEIS). 
 

Additionally, the Chautauqua County Planning Board offers the following informal 
comments regarding the proposed zoning actions: 
 
1. In a previous letter regarding this matter, the Board included a comment 

encouraging the completion of a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement 
(SEIS) to further clarify potential effects of an increased maximum WECS height 
on visual resources, bat and bird populations, property valuation, overall health 
and safety, and other environmental concerns raised during public discussion.  
The Board appreciates the completion of the SEIS and its additional supplemental 
materials.  This submission has assisted the Board, and will assist the Town, in 
further understanding the environmental impacts associated with this project.    
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Town of 
Villenova – Ball 
Hill Wind Project 
Referral (cont.) 

2. The inclusion of the Net Conservation Benefit Plan in Appendix K of the SDEIS 
provided sufficient information regarding the impact the project will have on bats 
by including expected NLEB (Northern Long-Eared Bat) fatalities and the 
mitigation and minimization efforts that will be put into in place.  Including a 
similar analysis for the impacts expected on Bald Eagle populations, and what 
mitigation and management efforts can be expected, would assist the Town in 
further clarifying what impacts this project will have. 

 
My motion is to disapprove the referral for the reasons mentioned.  Now, to clarify, a 
yes vote means that you are voting in favor of the disapproval.   
 
Rick Ketcham – I understand the motion, but I think there is still something that 
needs to be addressed.  You mentioned burying the power lines, I did not think you 
addressed this in the motion.  I think we might want to include that.  I’m not saying 
it’s negative, it might be better, but it should be evaluated.  The other piece is that 
the issue of quality of life.  We have voted in the past in favor of wind mills, but how 
much is too much?  In my mind, it’s broader than the bats and birds.  Even if all of 
those things are addressed, but is there any circumstance where we would want a 
599 foot tower in our community?  I don’t know how you fold all of that into a 
motion but I think there’s issues above and beyond relating to quality of life. 
 
Don McCord –There is a bit that was part of Doug’s motion at the end of the first 
portion.  There is a sentence that says, “These effects include visual, noise and 
potential health impacts.”  I think all of those encompass the quality of life issues that 
are most relevant. 
 
Rick Ketcham – I also think there should be some evaluation of the buried lines. 
Where, when, how? These are things that need to be looked at. 
 
Don McCord – Yes, and some of that was updated in the new SEIS. 
 
John Frey – Question for you Doug.  In the letter that the Town sent to us, the 
setback changes haven’t really been addressed very much.  I’d like to see some 
verbiage on increased setbacks for the different categories.  We have industry 
standards that are going from 3,500 feet to a mile and a half.  I’d like if we had 
something in there indicating that we would be in support of increased setbacks. 
 
Don McCord – I think if that is added, I’m not against it, but it should probably come 
under an informal comment because it is outside of the scope of the narrow portion 
of the referral before us.  
 
Doug Bowen – Would you like to make the motion to add that to my original motion? 
 
Rick Ketcham – It sounds like there’s two things that should be included in the 
amendment: an appropriate addition that says something about the evaluation of the  
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Town of 
Villenova – Ball 
Hill Wind Project 
Referral (cont.) 

underground lines, as opposed to the overhead lines, and an addition saying that we 
are in favor of increased setbacks. 
 
Doug Bowen – I will amend my original motion to include those items.   
 
The motion was seconded by Bruno Bruni.  A roll call vote was taken and the motion 
passed unanimously (Doug Bowen - Yes, Dick Patton - Yes, John Frey - Yes, Bruno 
Bruni - Yes, Jeff Gossett - Abstain, John Penhollow - Yes, Rick Ketcham - Yes, Ted 
Bogdan - Yes, Dave Pihl – Yes). 
 

Old Business 
 None. 

Adjournment 

 Doug Bowen made a motion to adjourn the meeting for the Planning Board’s tour of the 
County Jail.  The motion was seconded by Bruno Bruni and passed unanimously. 

 


